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About This Game

Fugo Rojo the Dragon loves to collect manmade objects and his eternal taste for treasure takes him on a journey to collect
items from around the world. Your task is to satisfy his hunger by collecting Hidden Objects from the realms of the Rivermill,

the Enchanted Forest and the Lonely Hills. What treasures will you find? Objects must be discovered using words or shapes and
with 100s of items to find and more than 10 hours of fun, are you skilled enough to complete 72 challenging levels? The quicker

you find objects the higher score and achievement you get. Should you become stuck, Fugo’s dragon eye offers a hint that
guides you on your way.

KEY FEATURES

72 Challenging Hidden Object levels

3 beautiful interactive environments

100s of items to discover

Built-in Dragon Eye Hint

More than 10 hours of gameplay
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Title: The Hidden Dragon
Genre: Casual
Developer:
EnsenaSoft
Publisher:
EnsenaSoft
Release Date: 26 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 2 (SP2), Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 1.0 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: vCard with DirectX 9.0 support

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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Stunning and gives more insight to the story.. If you like a tutorial...buy something else...if you want to be challenged about the
entire concept of "What do I do here?" then this is for you.

At first it felt kind of "limbo-ish", because after you press start nothing happens...you'll have to jab at your controller to get into
the game proper. Even then, there's no preamble, no "this is why you are here". So you just have to touch stuff and see what
happens...

...and things do happen....wonderfully animated things.

...you don't have to walk to far to find a "questgiver" of sorts. In fact, hje's a bit of an "anti-questgiver"...he basically says don't
try and figure out why you're here..go do some more stuff, see what happens.

Explore. Interact. Fail. Try something different. Think you're stuck when you're not. Realise that sheep are more powerful than
they appear (doubly so when wet).

Great game. 10\/10\/. Bought the game yesterday - already played 7 hours.
It feels familiar, and fresh at the same time - good mix of old and new:

Graphics, some tower placing/enemy waves/experience gain after beating a map mechanics feel very familiar.
Gems needed to be stolen and carried all the way back by monsters, towers becoming upgradable after killing enough enemies
during current game - that is a nice and refreshing change compared to most TD games I played.

Game feels like it's medium in size and complexity, but for the money It's a good value IMO.

All in all, it'd rate it 8/10. This would be a good game if the AI wasn't running on a script and if the multiplayer actually
worked.. Loot driven Geometry Wars, as simple as that. So far, neither of these two parts is excellent, but both are very good.
Requires you to look past the subpar graphics. Expect to die a lot at the beginning, your lv1 white equipment won't take you too
far.
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It's a fun little casual game about badgers, in space.
Generally something you can pick up and play whenever you have a few minutes spare.
If you can, pick it up.. game is♥♥♥♥♥♥but like for cards :D. Puzzler world is like a puzzle magazine from a kiosk but you
can make 3 different profiles, so also other family members can play the game with an own profile (or you try the
puzzles in an other language) and of course you have way more puzzles than the most magazines have.

Variety:
There are different types of puzzles, for example Wordsearch, Sudoku, Fitword, Silhouette, Spot the difference,
Crossword, Code word, Hangman and so on. In the challenge mode you can play 560 main puzzles and always when
you solved one you are able to play an other mini puzzle. So the amount of puzzles in this mode is 1.120. There is also a
Quickplaymode but the puzzles in this mode are so easy that you very probably won\u2018t play it. Anyways for so
many puzzles I give 10\/10 points because the most puzzle magazines have like 100-200 puzzles.

Languages & Orthography:
The possible languages which you can choose are: American English, British English, German, Spanish, French and
Italian. Of course this is a great selection but maybe they should add also Russian and I can\u2019t give the full points
because there are sometimes little spelling mistakes in the game, e. g. I have had a hangman puzzle where I had to
search a \u201epanet\u201c (correct word would be planet) and the result was \u201emerker\u201c but the planet is
called in German \u201eMerkur\u201c (english = Mercury). Such mistakes are really rare and don\u2019t disturb the
game too much so I can give for the languages and ortography 8\/10 points.

Graphic:
The graphic is simple. What else? You can\u2019t expect that much from a puzzle game and it\u2019s adequate for
some minutes playing puzzles. For the people who want to make all the achievements as fast as they can, I give the
adivce to make some breaks between. You don\u2019t have the highest resolution in this game so if you play it for
hours you maybe get stinging eyes or a headache. My points: 5\/10

Controls:
The controls are really easy. You can use the keyboard or you click on the letters with your mouse. There is also a
handwriting recognition function. 10\/10

Level of difficulty:
Some of the puzzles are really easy, some are normal. Sometimes you need a bit time to get the solution but it
won\u2019t break you if you are into such puzzles. Sadly there is no option to change the level of difficulty. ;(

Achievements:
There are 15 achievements which you get easily. No bugged ones. The only con is that there are no leaderboards.

Price: The normal price for this game is 4,99 \u20ac. For so many puzzles this price is okay but I advise to buy the
game on a sale. I bought it at Steam Summer Sale for 0,79 \u20ac (valuta calculator says: 1,08 Dollar ^^) and for this
price I am really happy with this game.. I don't know how this game actually got a remaster considering how niche its
genre is, only that it deserves it. Back on the SNES it was the best gallery shooter ever made, and somehow they made it
even better. New levels, new characters with new play styles, better graphics and sound; it's a fantastic update to an
excellent little gem. The one mark off is that it's only local multiplayer, but by all means, if you've got the setup for
that, get this game.

Also it's the absolute best cowboy game because you can lasso giant robot tanks and explode everything ever.
Apparently planes in 1912 were actually people on the ground with a floating ring on their heads.. Very good.
Some tough puzzles but all of them are achievable and plausable.
Great visuals and sound and an intriguing story.
Can't wait for the next chapter.. a b s o l u t e l y a d d i c t i v e !. Very simple game, and the idea is as old as the world.
The essence of the game in the search for differences between the two pictures. There are no cards, but there are many
achievements that you can get. In general, the game is fun, you can spend several hours in it.
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